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IV/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOV/DEC- 2019
Second Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
FACTS CONTROLLERS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) What is series compensation

b) What is the role of reactive shunt compensation in transmission line

c) What is programmed harmonic elimination

d) List out applications of SVC

e) Exemplify dynamic stability

f) Justify interconnected power system with static shunt compensator

g) Illustrate applications of TCSC

h) Define damping in static series compensation

i) What is TCVR

j) Illustrate applications of Inter line power flow controller

k) Describe dynamic performance

l) Illustrate applications of special purpose FACTS controllers

UNIT-I

2. a) Classify basic types of FACTS controllers

b) Explain multipurpose converters and interface magnetics

(OR)

3. a) Discuss static compensation in transmission lines

b) Explain GTO converters with an example.

P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. Compare SVC and STATCOM.

(OR)

5. Compare TCR and TSC. Discuss the performance of VSC based STATCOM.

UNIT-III

6. Summarize the role of GCSC in improving stability limit and power system damp-

ing.

(OR)

7. a) Appraise series compensation in power oscillation damping

b) Describe the role of TCPAR with example.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain UPFC operation and explain the role of real and reactive power control.

(OR)

9. Compare UPFC and IPFC with other FACTS devices.
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IV/IV B.Tech. (Regular) DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, APRIL- 2019
Second Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
FACTS CONTROLLERS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) What is shunt compensation

b) What is the need of reactive shunt compensation in transmission line

c) What is CSC

d) List out applications of SVC

e) Exemplify STATCOM

f) Enlist challenges in interconnected power system

g) Illustrate applications of series capacitive compensation

h) Define phase angle regulator in static series compensation

i) Compare TCVR and TCPAR

j) Illustrate applications of unified power flow controller

k) How should be ideal compensation in FACTS devices

l) Illustrate applications of FACTS controllers.

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain the power flow in AC systems

b) Explain the importance of controllable parameters.

(OR)

3. a) Describe three phase full wave bridge converter with circuit diagram and wave

forms.

b) Outline transmission line interconnections with an example.

P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. a) Analyze transient stability improvement with shunt compensation.

b) Sketch and explain the operation of TCR

(OR)

5. a) Discuss the performance of VSC based STATCOM.

b) Sketch  and explain the operation of TCSC

UNIT-III

6. Summarize the role of SVC in improving stability limit and power system damping.

(OR)

7. a) Appraise series compensation in power oscillation damping

b) Describe the role of phase angle regulators in power flow control.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain UPFC operation and explain the role of real and reactive power control.

(OR)

9. Describe IPFC operation and control with diagrams.
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